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IASAS Meeting Minutes
Saturday, March 6, 9:00 AM - 3:30PM
Marriott, Purdue/Wisconsin (NASPA Conference)
Attendance: Roger Ludeman (Chair), Michael Sachs, Katie Wildman, Toshifumi Kuriki, Shinoi Osuka, Harani
Kamata, Jane Fried, Carney Strange, Lisa Bardill Moscaritolo, Cynthia Howman, Denny Roberts, Damian
Medina, and Tom Jackson, Jr.
1.

Roger discussed the overall history and challenges of IASAS and discussed the different structures and
models around the world such as South Africa, Spain, IAU, etc.

2.

Japanese Delegation passed out information and gave overview of their University Co-OP Structure.

3.

Idea was brought up to create a database (to post possibly on the website) of successful
Methods/Approaches to different areas of Student Affairs (such as NFUCA/University Co-Op), so as all can
see these.

4.

Subgroup Reports- Roger opened up the meeting by discussing the various subgroup reports that are
attached to the minutes.
Constitution - There was some dialogue on the mission and vision for IASAS. Roger asked us to think
about the following question: What are five things you would say this organization should mean?
We discussed how we need to vote for the regional coordinators and it was decided that we would ask each
member to identify which region they reside; i.e., primary work address. Once we have enough members
then in October Lisa Bardill Moscaritolo (Secretary) will work with Damian Medina (Vice President) to
call for the election of regional coordinators.
Recognition and Affiliations
We spent some time discussing how we can get incorporated as it was the feeling of this group that we may
need to be incorporated first before we can accept sponsors and/or apply for grants. Roger reported on what
Annie Andrews (Treasurer) found out about Australia. Michael Sachs agreed to help in any way possible
and gave some examples of how an association can be formed in the United States. We felt that we would
like to see if we can incorporate outside of the United States first. After some discussion, we thought the
best option would be to look at the University of Luxemburg as maybe they would be willing to help us.
Jane Fried agreed to check into this option for us. Other ideas included the following: work with the lawyer
that is helping ACPA/NASPA and Legalzoom.com.
Cross Border Themes and Global Issues (Report attached)
Denny Roberts gave his report. There was some discussion on the global issues we are facing including
Access/Financial, Day care and Delivery of Health Care. Also, we discussed how we can use mapping as a
possible platform for addressing global issues. Tejido Manuel’s method for discussing issues in IASAS
which is attached can help us as we work further to meet the needs of our members.
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Research Collaborations (This group did not report back)
However, we discussed the idea of sharing journals, articles, etc. and stimulate new research and new
knowledge that would be more relevant for other countries not just the US.
Funding and Financing (report attached)
Lisa Bardill Moscaritolo shared the report and we started to discuss possible means for financial support.
We discussed reaching out to the world associations, Google.com, Gates Foundation, NASPA Foundation,
IBM, etc.
Professional Preparation in St. Aff. (This group did not report back)
Cindy Howman did share her interest and what they are doing at the Qatar Foundation. We need to continue
to work with others to see how we can help meet their professional development needs.
Translations of Mission/Vision/Values/Constitution (report attached)
Presently on our web site we are using Google translator which is not that reliable but it is good until we
can find something else. Roger did find another technological tool that is being tested and this may help.
International Communication (report attached).
Damian Median provided his report. We also discussed using Doodle has a scheduler. We also developed a
new membership form that includes Country. This new form went live at the meeting. Also, Damian added
the promotional material that we could use to market IASAS.
5.

Membership recruitment.

We all agreed to market IASAS to others. Lisa Bardill Moscaritolo will work on marketing IASAS to world
organizations as well. We agreed to just do individual memberships at this point.
We also discussed connecting with student groups all around the worlds. Quality, Student rights, Student as
partners, social justice (list of student groups on the web site) and working to get cooperation with regional and
national organizations in student affairs/services. Lisa and Roger will set up a meeting with Gwen Dungy,
Executive Director for NASPA, and Greg Roberts, Executive Director for ACPA, to get their support.
6.

Establishing country chapters (Ecuador has requested such status). Roger shared attached report.

7.

Request from Cameroon for info on IASAS and starting new university with quality services for students.

8.

Residential College Model

9.

Other items for discussion: Tom Jackson, President for ACPA, updated us on the idea of merging NASPA
and ACPA.

10.

We developed the following tasks for those in attendance to follow up on.
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Jane Fried re: Luxemburg recognition status
Cynthia Howman will check on Qatar recognition status
Annie Andrews will check on Australia recognition status
Lisa Bardill Moscaritolo will work on conference call with NASPA/ACPA Executive so we can develop
a model of conversation
● Lisa Bardill Moscaritolo - Notes to world organizations
● Notes to specialized organizations
●
●
●
●

11.

Meeting was adjourned at 3:10 pm.

Respectively submitted Lisa Bardill Moscaritolo, Secretary, IASAS

